Reviews
Parergon 26.1 (2009) Other material assembled from the records is less striking, and resists the writers' efforts to ascertain the deeper attitudes of the people involved. However, the cumulative effect is to vivify the authentic conditions under which the performing arts flourished. The contributors are careful not to press arguments beyond their evidential base. Their inconclusiveness nevertheless has the advantage of maintaining excitement about discoveries still to come, and some essays do report significant findings. An example is Twycross' revised attribution of the main hands in the York Ordo Paginarum, which is 'arguably the most important surviving document in the history of medieval theatre, other than the scripts themselves' (p. 105).
In Part Two, 'Medieval Plays', Klausner's analysis of 'modular' structure in the moral entertainment, Wisdom, and Chester Scoville's partial rehabilitation of The Conversion of Saint Paul position their arguments in relation both to recent studies and to records of the time. David Mills' discussion of theology in the Chester plays, and K. Janet Rich's examination of presenters (i.e. prologues, preachers and expositors), likewise draw on contemporary records, specifically the revisions to the Biblical drama texts undertaken by Protestant reformers. In a study likely to be a turning point in the field, Rich derives additional insights from detailed comparisons with presenters in French Biblical plays. In opposition to the Brechtian alienation theory dominant in earlier commentary, she concludes that presenters furthered the wider purpose of medieval dramaturgy, which was to foster community. Bevington has actively studied and edited early English drama since the 1960s. In forming the finale to this state-of-the-art collection, his essay, 'One Hell of an Ending', validates the traditional research practices that scholars associated with REED have maintained for half a century. Undeterred by the '80s theory tsunami, they have persisted in bringing to light and assessing documentary evidence that has transformed the field. For example, they have shown that single productions of Biblical plays were more common than performances of cycles; they have corrected the entrenched identification of the Towneley Marian compilation with a 'Wakefield cycle'; they have downgraded the significance of drama for Corpus Christi Day; and they have dismissed inn yards as venues for performing plays. Readers concerned with cultural history can no doubt look forward to further seismic shifts in understanding, as analysis of the records continues to unfold.
Cheryl The power to punish with imprisonment or worse is an accepted element of legal command. The idea that people live under a single national legal code enforced by the government of the particular state that alone has authority in its territory to fine or imprison, goes almost unquestioned in Western society today. A little thought may suggest that the military have legal codes, powers and enforcement rights that differ from ordinary civilian laws but the assumption is that they are ultimately also under government authority. While churches may still today hold courts, hear and settle cases with ecclesiastical punishments such as excommunication, they have no effective ability to compel obedience. This is a major difference from the situation in the Middle Ages and Early Modern period when there were ecclesiastical prisons and other means of enforcing Church law on individuals. The common Christian life and creed that resulted, stressed by the clergy, who used pastoral penitentials, shaped social life at the time.
Communist governments in central Europe discouraged the study of this ecclesiastical authority but recent changes have opened the way for a reconsideration of the role of Canon law in Czech, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia. Krafl in his foreword uses the phrase 'emancipation as an independent academic discipline' for the position of the recent scholars who have studied the relationship of these countries with Rome, and the means whereby general Canon law was brought to them.
